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ABSTRACT

Conventionally the natural product chemistry consists of extracting from plant resources and
analyzing for the constituents to isolated molecular systems and further characterizing and reporting
a synthetic route for the compounds. In fact, generally in living systems which naturally require inputs
for growth produce such intermediates and products that play a role synergistically and it is necessary
to know their importance exactly in the path where they alter the course or determine the
subsequent stages. Analytical methods, specifically the spectroscopic techniques have provided such
possibilities which are these days known as “high throughput” methods and the metabolomics is a
branch of study which escalates the natural product chemistry to encompass much greater
dimensions and results in medicinal chemistry also getting the due recognition as the frontier
research aspect? It is also possible to derive benefits from the Theoretical calculation-methods of
molecular interactions in order to reinforce the procedures adapted by the experimental methods, in
particular to mention the CADD, Computer Aided Drug Design.
It is being envisaged to summarize these recent trends in such a way that the beginners in the
area of Research in Chemistry would be able to find relevant simple tasks to accomplish to reach out
for an advanced research outlook for their career.

http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/ToxicHE.html
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INTRODUCTION
Conventionally the natural product chemistry consists of extracting from plant
resources and analyzing for the constituents to isolated molecular systems and further
characterizing and reporting a synthetic route for the compounds. The Natural Products are
produced by living cells. They are either produced as primary metabolites, which are used by
the cells for their own function or biosynthesized as secondary metabolites for various
purposes, most of which unknown to us. (Page-29, Section 2.1 Natural Products, Chapter 2
Chemical Space and the difference Between Natural Products and Synthetics, by Sheo B.Singh
and J.Chris Culberson, in Natural Product Chemistry for Drug Discovery, Edited by Antony D.
Buss and Mark S. Butler, RSC Biomolecular Seies No.18, RSC Publishing Royal Society of
Chemistry 2010). Metabolites are the products occurring at the various stages in the metabolic
pathways, and metabolism itself can be illustrated schematically as in the figure below. Thus
this means the ways and means by which the inter conversion of smaller and larger molecules
occur in living systems. Biological function of the large molecules, considering the structurefunction correlations, depend on the structures determined by the component small molecule
building blocks/units, and how the large molecules react to the presence of small molecules in
terms of the reactivity of small molecules and the corresponding active centers in the large
molecules. To what extent the small molecule chemistry can be the tool for altering and
improving the functions could be a concern of Natural Product Chemistry and the metabolomics
can be a facilitating technique in the process of identifying the small molecule natural product
requirements in the context of the larger interests of drug discovery and drug design. The small
molecule regime can be inclusive handling ions of the elemental atoms, in particular the
Toxicity and deficiency contexts. And, to derive information on these trace elemental effects, it
would be necessary to know the corresponding metabolic pathways and metabolites formed
would indicate by their constitution and concentrations the extent of trace elemental effects and
how to regulate their occurrences for the normal biological functions to prevail. Thus, for drug
discovery and drug design, the small molecule chemistry pertinent for the metabolic processes
has to be given a priority place. The clinical trials, drug administration, and targeting the drug to
the specified organ, the availability of the drug and related topics may be categorized as
biochemistry and bio-medicinal chemistry. In natural product chemistry, medicinal plants are
important sources for the small molecule information relevant for preventive (beginning with
food products) and curative consequences. The way the environmental pollution and
contamination of food products bring about unwanted manifestations to health status require an
effort, which, in the immediate surroundings, environmental regional locations and globally in
the context of ecosystems does not bring about imbalances affecting the larger interests; longrange and in the times to come. The requirement of analytical techniques, demand that
interdisciplinary strategies and multi disciplinary approaches are adapted for lasting solutions.
NATURAL PRODUCTS; Small Molecules in Biology and Macro molecular
building units:
The macro molecular building units are small molecules and the metabolism involving
the biosynthesis of larger molecules from the smaller building units may be reconstructed in
the laboratory in favorable cases and it is not unusual to find that the fast biological processes
which involve simple building units are not so simple to reconstruct in a laboratory. The entire
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set of molecules from smallest to the largest molecule encountered in the biological processes
are inclusive in the inventory of Natural Products, and, may be specified as biologically
relevant natural products. The metabolism, Fig.1, itself may be a network of reactions, with
the reactions specifiable as the building of larger molecules between certain nodes and
breakdown of larger ones into smaller ones among some other nodes, requiring the totality of
the event balance the onward and backward reactions to maintain appropriate concentrations
of reactants at specified nodes. The overall energy changes which occur get used up in
additional processes that may be occurring if there is generation of energy. The specified
network requires input of energy; it must be usually supplied from some other network that
generates energy. While in the balancing phenomenon the energy remains conserved mostly
within the system, and the dissipation usually is in terms of chemical matter rejected by the
system from the inputs conducive for consumption. Thus keeping track of what happens to the
chemical matter consumed as food and inhaled as air (pollution again being an unwanted
chemical) is the main task of chemists while noting the energy requirements and accounting
for the same.

Fig.1 Scheme Illustrating Metabolism

The following titles of publications indicate how metabolomics becomes relevant for the
context of small molecules which comes more under the purview of the subject of Chemistry.
Further the Fig.2 contains the spectrum of metabolite illustrating the kind of products one can
identify from Metabolite profiling and the extent to which these are amenable for study by
chemists.
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RESULTS FROM A VARIETY OF DISCIPLINES: An Enumeration,
To Substantiate the Recent Trends to Draw Attention of Chemists
The reference Ref.2 in the list of references at the end of this article, contains the
simplest introductory information required for chemists to make a beginning with their existing
familiarity with the NMR and MASS spectrometric analytical techniques. Following this the
series of publications from National Botanical Research Institute (CSIR), Lucknow, as can
be found from the links at the internet webpage
URL: http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/BICProject_NEHU.html#OPSidhu
contains details of how the metabolomics can be useful for following the plant physiology. The
inferences as to how these evidences from metabolites can be tracked down further in terms of
small molecule chemistry are left for the chemists’ purview. The contents of Fig.2 above have
been extracted from the publication (Ref.3) in Bioresource Technology 99 (2008) 9032–9035.
The following text of the abstract of the short communication indicates the simplicity of the
entire effort for the objective of Study of Plant systems:
Seed development in Jatropha curcas L. was studied with respect to phenology, oil content,
lipid profile and concentration of sterols. Seeds were collected at various stages of development
starting from one week after fertilization and in an interval of five days thereafter till maturity. These
were classified as stage I to stage VII. Moisture content of the seeds ranged from 8.8 to 90.3%; the
lowest in mature seeds in stage VII and highest in stage I. The seed area increased as the seed grew
from stage I to stage VI (0.2–10.2 mm 2per seed), however, the seed area shrunk at stage VII.
Increase in seed area corresponded to increase in fresh weight of the seeds. 1H NMR spectroscopy of
hexane extracts made at different stages of seed development revealed the presence of free fatty acids
(FFA), methyl esters of fatty acids (FAME) and triglycerol esters (TAG), along with small quantity of
sterols. The young seeds synthesized predom-inantly polar lipids. Lipid synthesis was noticed nearly
three weeks after fertilization. From the fourth week the seeds actively synthesized TAG. Stage III is a
turning point in seed development since at this stage, the concentration of sterols decreased to
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negligible, there was very little FAME formation, accumulation of TAG increased substantially, and
there was a sudden decrease in FFA concentration. The findings can be helpful in understanding the
biosynthesis and in efforts to improve biosynthesis of TAG and reduce FFA content in the mature
seeds.

The following are the conclusions from the above study:
The present study shows variations in FFA, TAG, PUFA and MUFA apart from FAME and
sterols at various stages in development of seeds in J. curcas. The findings can be helpful for
understanding of biosynthesis and in efforts to improve biosynthesis of TAG and reducing FFA
content in the mature seeds. Earlier, attempts have been made to manipulate the rate of
triacylglycerol synthesis in maturing oil-seeds by light dark treatments (Perry et al., 1999). It has
been reported that with increase in carbon flux, the rate of TAG synthesis can be enhanced. The
present study will help in understanding of molecular mechanism implicating sterols or sterol/lipid
binding domain that affect hormonal signaling and other physiological and biological processes.

Following figure as from this publication illustrates the simplicity of spectral
appearance to follow the NMR spectra over several weeks to record the developmental stages
and monitor the changes for further interpretations. From the abstract it can be noted that no
isolation of molecules was necessary but only simple extracts from the parts of the plant in an
appropriate solvent medium.

Fig.3 NMR spectra of plant extract recorded as a function of time.
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Text books of organic chemistry prescribed in colleges and university give these
classifications of organic compounds and the characteristics; and, whether the spectral
changes address merely to concentration changes or changes in structures can be inferred by
obtaining the detailed inset of the spectral region available by data processing and plotting
from NMR spectrometer systems.
Reference 4 in the list is a study of changes occurring in plant systems due to infection.
The figure below consists of NMR spectra of healthy and infected tissues and the differences
as noticed in the spectra are studied in conjunction with certain morphological changes as
observable by the more recent Magnetic Resonance Imaging techniques and valuable
information obtained. The spectral lines below are marked with the chemical component
responsible for the NMR lines and these come under the purview of small molecule chemistry.

Fig.4 Study of healthy and diseased tissues inquiring for the identification of the
constituent small molecules.
In the URL:
http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/BICProject_NEHU.html#PLANTA_MEDICA
Some of the Abstracts Links of Journal PLANTA MEDICA are included and one can find
that the titles of these abstracts corroborate further the possible role the small molecule
chemistry would have in life science studies.
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(a) TITLE: Quality Assessment of Polygonum cuspidatum and Polygonum multiflorum by 1H
NMR Metabolite Fingerprinting and Profiling Analysis (b)TITLE: Guidelines for Botanical
Identification Methods (c) TITLE: Multilab Reproduction on Component Quantification and
Qualitative Identification of Blueberry Leaf Extracts via NMR
Studies of Toxic Heavy Elements relevant from the point of view of chemists are
enumerated at the internet resource:
http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/St_Edmnd/FullArticle_NSToxicHeavyelements.pdf
in particular, four items is summarized as reported in research publications on NMR of Toxic
heavy elements. These items can be fall under two categories of studies:
(1). Infer the toxic effects of heavy elements (listed out in Table-1), by the
Conventional 1H,13C, 15N, 31P NMR spectroscopy without the necessity to directly detect
the Heavy Element Nuclei by Multi nuclear NMR spectrometers.
(2). Multi Nuclear NMR category of experiments.
The literature references have been cited so that the readers can access the original
articles from the literature documentations.
Item-1: This is based on the research publication (Reference-5 in list at the end) in
“Clays and Clay Minerals, Vol.48, No.5, 495-502, 2000”Title: A Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Study of Glycine Speciationon a
Cd-rich Montmorillonite”
In Fig. 5 below is the Cadmium NMR study for study of soils. Cadmium Toxicity is
studied by chemists in different contexts the important aspect highlighted is the Multinuclear
NMR technique that simplifies the study enormously by the simple way the spectra can be
obtained and the easily discernible aspects from spectral information.
The points to note are how the interlayer Cd+2 peaks and interlayer CdCl+ peaks
undergo changes with the concentration of the Organic compound. Such trends of shift in
resonant lines reflect the changes in electronic structure of the corresponding molecules and
hence evidence the chemical nature of interactions and the consequences could be biologically
significant. Thus the soil structure and transformations in such media because of organic
contaminants and heavy element pollutions can be studied with such detail and at any location
the constituents causing pollutions and the extent of contamination would indicate local
environmental factors. This publication is only an indicator as to how NMR can be utilized
for such purposes. Such inferences by studies on soils can be revealing growth characteristics
of Plants and thus the metabolic profiling and the related soil conditioning could be useful
information which can be providing for study of chemical reactions in biology and the
possible laboratory scale chemical modeling.
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Fig. 5 Cadmium NMR study for study of soils: Multinuclear NMR technique
Item-2 Based on (Reference-6 in the list at the end) the research publication in
“Chinese Journal of Chemistry, 2004, 22, 849-853” Title: “NMR and Pattern
Recognition Studies on the acute Biochemical Effects of Lu (NO3)3”
This investigation can come under the category of Metabolomics. Pattern Recognition
is a recent trend being applied to Data Processing and interpretation of NMR peaks in
biologically significant macro molecules. The conditions under which the 1H NMR
spectra of rat urine were recorded are well enumerated.
Below a NMR spectra of rat urine under a specified condition are reproduced from
which it should be evident as to how pattern recognition and principal component
analysis can be applied to such complex spectra of a biological sample, thus resulting
in such evident assignments of the metabolites. One may well be enlightened by
comparing such complex spectra with the proton NMR spectra of small molecules even
in which case it becomes an ordeal to make unambiguous assignments. The changes in
the spectral features with time and the nature of dosage of the chemical contamination
cited above. The conditions under which the 1H NMR spectra of rat urine were
recorded are well enumerated. Below a NMR spectra of rat urine under a specified
condition are reproduced from which it should be evident as to how pattern recognition
and principal component analysis can be applied to such complex spectra of a
biological sample, thus resulting in such evident assignments of the metabolites. One
may well be enlightened by comparing such complex spectra with the proton NMR
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spectra of small molecules even in which case it becomes an ordeal to make
unambiguous assignments. The changes in the spectral features with time and the
nature of dosage of the chemical contamination.

The above enumerations are illustrative of the Natural Product related biologically
important studies which require attention of Chemists. In the webpage URL:
http://ugc-inno-nehu.com/the_gamess.html
certain instances have been described as to how considerations based on Toxicity studies by
Multinuclear NMR can give rise to simple queries which beginners can investigate using
theoretical chemistry computational software. Thus engaging students at the early stages in an
almost cost-free internet environment can provide necessary background for starting with
advanced research studies in a well established research environment.
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